All names have Hebrew Biblical Roots as I have written in books 44 46 47 and now 48.

Scott comes from Succot =means an observation post. One who can observe and foresee the future -the possible contingencies that can develop and safe guards against possible future dangers. The talmud in Pirke Ovot states who is wise one who can foresee the future-possible contingencies that can arise and safe guards against
them.

Secretary State Kerry and the Europeans are trying to persuade Israel to pull back and surrender Yehudah Shomron and the old city of Jerusalem and enable a Palestinian state to be created in that area.

Otherwise they argue the present status quo can not be maintained. What will occur if Israel will agree. The Palestinians do not want to recognize the Jews to have any part of the remaining area. The Palestinians in their media TV and newspapers all the curriculum
in their schools inculcate hatred for Jews. They proclaim that they want a Palestinian state in all the area of the present state of Israel. The Palestinians and the Arabs for the last 100 years refuse to accept any area for the Jews in Israel.

Thus giving up Yehuda Shomron and the old City of Jerusalem is merely another step to slice up and weaken Israel. This will give the Arabs another chance to destroy Israel.

Kerry President Baruch Obama are not the same as the Europeans. However, when it comes to
survival, even if there exists 1% that a person can die he/she must not take that chance.

In 1939-1945 the USA was in the same boat as the Europeans. They did absolutely nothing to save 6 million Jews and 1 million Jewish children from the holocaust.

Jews can not must not depend upon our survival on any one other than God and our selves.

What is the worst that can happen if Israel annexes Yehudah Shomron as it has done with the old city of Jerusalem and the Golan?
Let us for one minute speculate the worst. The Europeans would place an embargo on Israel; Israel would have great difficulties. But Israel can survive. However Israel can not survive with terrorists on Israel’s backyard 20 or 25 miles from Israel’s population centers.

The Europeans are playing the scare game. European anti-Semitism has now morphed into anti Israel. Let us remember that the European HATRED IS THE
MOTIVATING REASON FOR THEIR PRO PALESTINIAN STANCE.

IN GOD WE TRUST AND IN OUR STRENGTH WE RELY.